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DEIDRA & LANEY ROB A TRAIN With their mother in prison, two
sisters decide to rob a train in
order to pay the bills. It's not
cliched at all. Fun & under 90
mins!! NETFLIX
THE NIGHT OF - Riz Ahmed stars
as a man who after a night of
partying wakes up next to a dead
body. Gripping & excellent.NOW
TV/ SKY

WHITE BOY RICK - This is a crazy
but true story of a young boy who
is a FBI informant who gets
sentenced to life in prison.
NETFLIX
LAWLESS - All star cast (Tom
Hardy, Jessica Chastain, Gary
Oldman) in this prohibition based
drama of three brothers selling
moonshine. It's smart and gripping
drama.NETFLIX

WINE & CUT THE
CHAT/HOW HAVE I NOT
SEEN THIS?
MY PURE LAND - A contemporary, Pakistani female
western. It takes all the essential elements of the western
genre and applies it to this story inspired by real events. A
widow and her two daughters are under siege in their own
house trying to find off bandits who want to steal their
land. It captivated me from start to finish. CHANNEL
4/4OD
www. l i q u i d ma r ma l a d e . c o m
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IRON & WATCH
AVENUE 5 - Brand new and I can't
decided if this is genius or not.
Hugh Laurie is captain of a space
ship and his boss is useless but
thinks he's a genius. Social satire
clearly inspired by the Trump
years. SKY/NOW TV
9-1-1 LONESTAR - Rob Lowe as a
fire captain saving people. It
follows a formula and makes good
background tv! SKY/ NOW TV

TRUE LIFE CRIME DRAMA
YOU'VE BEEN TRUMPED - This is
the documentary that President
Trump blocked from having a
cinematic release with law suits. It
shows Trump the developer and the
impact his golf course had on the
local population in Scotland. The
Scottish council should be ashamed
too. Free on youtube!

KIDS CORNER
HIS DARK MATERIALS (12) Season 2 starts on 8
November!!
THE WIZARD OF OZ Sometimes we just need to be
reminded to follow the yellow
brick road and sing over the
rainbow. The classic with Judy
Garland is on SKY CINEMA

DUVET DAY
LEGALLY BLONDE 1 & 2- "Bend and Snap",
this is perfect duvet day viewing. Elle
Woods gets dumped by her boyfriend and
decides to prove herself. It's fun. AMAZON
PRIME
FRIENDS FROM COLLEGE - A glossy look
at the lives of college friends now that they
are in their 30s. It's predictable but a
pleasing, easy watch. NETFLIX

BABE - He may be a pig but he
wants to be a sheepdog! Classic
children's book turned into a
wonderful film. SKY CINEMA

JUST WANT TO WATCH SOMETHING
GOOD
WADJDA - The darling of all the film festivals when it was first shown. A young Saudi Arabian
girl enters a competition in order to win a bike. She's a girl in a society where girls don't matter.
It sounds simple but this has so much depth. You'll be thinking about this for days afterwards.
NETFLIX
THE FINAL YEAR - a documentary about the final year of the Obama administration, This is a
challenging documentary because it feels as if it is worshipping the subject rather than giving a
fully rounded view of him.NETFLIX
GOOD TIME - I saw this at Cannes 2017 and it made me see that Robert Pattison can actually
act. Just watch it. NETFLIX
SKATE KITCHEN - I've included it because it is slightly different take on the coming age genre
set during a NY summer skate park. CHANNEL 4/40D
CAPTURING THE FRIEDMANS - A must see if you haven't already. The documentary original
idea was to capture a upper class Jewish family, and then everything changed. Secret, lies and
and a family that implodes before your eyes. WOW. NOW TV/ SKY DOCUMENTARIES
HAPPY END - Such a clever film of showing a middle class, French family who are focused. on
their problems set against the refugee crisis happening a few miles away in Calais. It is so clever
but to be expected from Haneke. Either you will like it or you won't. - BBC IPLAYER

